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This document is the Story Companion to Strange Monsters. Strange Monsters is
a music and words collaboration of fiction and poetry set to contemporary
jazz. Read by actors, Stufflebeam's stories unveil a world where the fantastic
is familiar. In these six tracks, each set to one of Brewer's ethereal compositions, women challenge what's expected of them and find their voices in unexpected places: Rumpelstiltskin's wife endures police questioning regarding
the disappearance of a local boy; a group of deadbeat friends in love with
the same woman encounter the skeletons of various extinct animals on a
doomed camping trip; and a cursed ballerina longs to do nothing but dance
while forced to contend with two men: her obsessed fan and the jealous director of the ballet company. Brewer wrote each musical composition to
accompany each story; these layered pieces utilize a blend of traditional small
-group jazz with clarinet, bass clarinet, flugelhorn, and unique sounds created by silverware, various shakers, and even Stufflebeam and Brewer's cat.
Note: some of the tracks on Strange Monsters contain adult content
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The Stink of Horses
This text for “The Stink of Horses” originally appeared in the online version of Hobart
(June 27, 2014): http://www.hobartpulp.com/web_features/the-stink-of-horsesexcerpts-from-the-marina-golovina-controversy-by-the-ballet-book-series

Behind-the-Story
The Chekhov quote at the beginning of this story is real, and it was the inspiration.
As soon as I heard it, I was stuck. I’ve always been fascinated with dancers; my
sister was a dancer, and I remember seeing my first modern dance, ethereal and
wild and unlike anything I’d ever seen before. I’ve since consumed countless dance
movies, read dance stories. I tried my own hand at dance, when I was younger,
only to realize it wasn’t for me. Now my dancing is done in the privacy of my
home, when I feel I can no longer sit still.
Eventually, after a few years of remembering the quote at strange hours, I had a
thought: what if the dancers were horses? Human stink is a fascinating thing; our
cat goes crazy for sweaty gym clothes. What could I do with that? Animal musk
became literal. Marina came to life.

Behind-the-Music
This was the first piece of music that I wrote for this project. At first I had a difficult time deciding how to start. Then it hit me. Marina dances in The Sleeping Beauty,
a ballet for which Tchaikovsky already wrote some beautiful music. I reharmonized and essentially re-wrote the waltz from the ballet (which also happens
to be the most recognizable piece from the ballet since it’s used in the Disney
film). The original was too pretty, so I changed the chords and stripped down the
melody to its essential elements. Then, to further abstract the piece, the band improvised over the new chords for the majority of the recording. They finally refer
to the melody once the ballet is mentioned in the story, when Ivan describes Marina transforming from a horse into a woman. This works well because at the same
time my music transforms back into Tchaikovsky's. When we finished recording
and listened back, everyone agreed that we should do more of these and thus
Strange Monsters was born.
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Mrs. Stiltskin
The text for “Mrs. Stiltskin” originally appeared in the online magazine Lakeside
Circus (March 2014): http://lakesidecircus.com/2014/03/bonnie-jo-stufflebeampresents-mrs-stiltskin/

Behind-the-Music
I wanted to follow the back and forth nature of this story, so I created two motives, one for each character. Each character ended up with a short bass line, each
in its own key with its own meter. As the story progresses and the perspectives
change, I made the motives shift slightly so what I ended up with was a mixture of
4/4 measures and 6/4 measures that alternates based on who is speaking and
whether or not it’s a question or an answer. I also used panning to my advantage.
If you listen with headphones, you'll notice that in the beginning the Questions are
sounding on the left and the Answers are sounding on the right. But as Mrs. Stiltskin starts asking the questions, her voice moves over to the left side and the officer
moves to the right. This is intended to help the audience feel the shift in perspective and power.
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Skeletons
The story “Skeletons” originally appeared in Room 37:3 (September 2014) and was reprinted in the 2015 anthology Heiresses of Russ. The full text is available online at Glittership (as
well as in another audio version): http://www.glittership.com/2016/01/19/episode-20skeletons-by-bonnie-jo-stufflebeam/

Behind-the-Story
I’ll admit this much: “Skeletons” has a lot in common with my college experience—camping, wild nights with wild friends, love triangles (or decagons). The
inspiration for the particulars of this story came from a dream; a friend of mine
was keeping pet dinosaur skeletons as pets. When she forgot to feed them one
night, they died a permanent death.
I wrote the story not long after and have since found myself obsessed with skeletons. This is one of four stories in which skeletons walk and talk and stand in true
metaphor fashion. Skeletons suggest a loss or lack of some kind: of skin, of an
ability to love, of purpose.
The wilderness itself is modeled on a state park in Oregon, where Peter and I lived
for two years and often camped. We never encountered any dodos.
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No Eyes
“No Eyes” originally appeared in the online magazine Psychopomp (July 2015): http://
www.joomag.com/magazine/psychopomp-magazine-summer2015/0823683001433349352?short

Behind-the-Story
“No Eyes” was inspired by one of my favorite Cat Power songs: “Not What You
Want” from Myra Lee, one of those songs that meant a lot to me when I first heard
it at 19. I listened to it on repeat, heartbroken and trying to convince myself that
the relationship that had just ended wasn’t right for me. The song echoed my state
-of-mind at the time: raw and angry and hopeless.
Cat Power’s refrain, that there are “no eyes in your head,” came back to me years
later, when nostalgia made me revisit the feelings and the concept. Who was missing eyes in his head?
I wanted to portray how people could change in mere moments. First Alice wants
the skeleton. She says she wants someone wholly different from her husband. But
that isn’t what she really wants, not deep-down, and she realizes it soon enough:
she lets the skeleton go, overcoming her moment of weakness. Life with a skeleton
would hardly be a life at all, and certainly not different enough from her previous
life to warrant the trouble. She’s okay alone.
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Selected Poems
“Strange Monster” originally appeared in Mythic Delirium (Fall 2013)
“Infidelity” originally appeared in di-verse-city (April 2010)
“Kites” originally appeared in Goblin Fruit (Summer 2014)
“Tripping” originally appeared in North Texas Review (Spring 2010)
“The Ferryman” originally appeared in Goblin Fruit (Spring 2013)

Strange Monster
And all women who have wanted to break out
Of the prison of consciousness to sing or shout
Are strange monsters who renounce the treasure
Of their silence for a curious devouring pleasure.
-May Sarton "My Sisters, O My Sisters"
My limbs fold in like primrose petals.
I sink into the lamplight which laps
at the gaping wound where my throat once was.
I exhale smoke through the slit.
Every graze of these lips leaves a bruise
on bone. Under floorboards, I creep
on two long claws, scratching
at the floor's skin. It ignores the thistle
of my stroke. The wood whispers,
leave. My paws tread poison in. You mop
it up but do not speak its name.
I peer through the bedroom mirror
where my body hides. All the doors here
are shut tight as thighs. My reflection’s face caves
into its cheeks. I might be rotten
as cedar termites. I might crawl as low as them.
I nibble your eyebrows as you sleep.
My croak, the maul of language I ooze,
wedges into dreams. I sip the stuff
that dribbles down your chin: the spit I swallow,
the mucus I spit back into you like a mother bird.
So you, so you shook my skeleton to life. So you
shook the fear from my one red eye.
It drips into your sheets, and the sand
hovering over you, man, ruptures
with my touch. You will never soil
my name.
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Infidelity
I've married infidelity. The ring around my finger
stings acid rain against my skin. Its raw mark
burns permanent the way I never was. I lingered
too long in the ice air. Frost clings to me
where your hands once were. If I were shocked by your spark,
I would have abandoned infidelity, let you wring
its scrawny neck, take down the eyesore body, that dead ringer
for a woman unwrapped on a pedestal. But I peeled the arc
of her hips, burning temporary. I’ve been known to linger
in your steep footsteps. When you asked me to find a key
to please, I found freedom in a foreign kiss. It was stark.
Infidelity asked me before you; it slipped a ring 'round me.
Flattered, I fell into sheets without you. Foolish bringer
of ache, I wronged your sleeping promise. Our bed was dark,
and I held your fire for light. But shadows permanently linger.

I stroke them. I fall and finger
the soft flesh folds. They ask me, do you take this mark
to be your lawful-wedded-wife? Infidelity does. This ring
is a crackling ember. It will soon burn out.

Kites
She drags the dragon through the setting sun.
It parts the orange ocean with its claws.
There is no string. She wields the beast, the run
of tail over the water silk, by caw:
a song to summon spirits from the dirt.
Her voice stampedes the murmur of black veins
that plead us please fill raw this earth.
With shivering gold wings, the dragon tames
a brewing war stuck deep in belly's gut.
Silent are all who watch her trick the wind.
They cannot smile or grin or laugh or cut
a word from blocks of words or mend
their longing to fly high as kites. They puff
their pipes while she, so far from them, smokes night.
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Tripping
One foot leads, the other
swallows sand.
In tune, we stand, toes teetering toward water.
Stuck on land. Shadows extend
fingers. We grasp them with human hands.
Ripples roll in. We whisper big plans:
the world.
Swimsuits chill our skin.
Cross-legged on a picnic table,
we eat smoke for dinner;
it tastes of hickory fire
and ash.
We slip into sunless water and wade
over mud, rough rocks and weeds
like devious children laughing
at the shore. When we leave,
we have forgotten
shadows. A horizon creeps
beneath our eyelids.
We leave no footprints in that sand.
Dining With Echoes
I check my pulse again.
Its beat bruises the tip of a fingernail.
I wipe the bruise on a napkin. Okay,
it's all the same.
We're dining with echoes;
their forks sculpt the tarnished air,
and the butter knives they use to spread
ashes upon whole wheat bread
are duller than noise.
No one speaks. It's like the nightshift at the local cemetery
where, rumor has it, speaking
will raise the living.
& the soup keeps getting cold.
& the chessboard kitchen keeps trying to make ME the queen.
& the fluorescents flicker: an uneven heartbeat.
Echoes eat with their mouths open. Tonight's dinner
dribbles down their chins: artichokes
& linguini, red gravy & sweet-n-sour enchiladas
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and a vermicelli spring roll. Our kitchen's been empty
for hours, and my daughter keeps asking where I've put the dogs.
The echoes just keep looking through
the X'd out windows, watching the glass' slant on the trees
who have lost their leaves.
I lost something too;
it wasn't important.
I start to tell a story
about Prometheus, how that fire framed him.
Claire rolls her eyes. The echoes don't like conspiracy theories.
So I tell a story about ghosts
looking for their freedom in a world
of bad choices and fog. But the echoes
tap their napkins against their lips.
Time to go.
We stand. Claire stands. The table
asks us not to leave. I pat it dry
and lie. “We'll be right back.”
Echoes exit rooms through the walls,
but they won't go through the kitchen.
It's the lights.
I hope Claire remembers
to fix these damn lights.
The Ferryman
the shadows come creepin into me;
they stain my bone-bar cage all dark.
swamp water cradles brittle bones
as the leaves of the willow part.
skin’s bloated, too full on rain water and the New Orleans moon.
they say a little water never hurt anyone.
i say there's worse ways to die.
I’ve seen snakes slipping up the throats
of children, crawlin into the world
across a bridge of untouched tongue.
I’ve seen people with nowhere else to go,
hands strung to their sides, waiting, waiting.
they all got stories to tell,
till today. these shadows never speak.
my spine shrinks as they climb aboard and paw the water.
tar black ripples shiver the surface:
silence.
there's worse ways.
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Behind-the-Music
This composition blends jazz and serialism. Each poem has its own unique music,
but they’re held together by a unifying factor: one single 12-tone row. All the poems are dark and dissonant so I used a 12-tone row to get started (a series of notes
that doesn’t repeat any note, thus giving no special importance to any one note,
often written in a dissonant manner). The row sounded like it wanted to continue
onward so I added a transposed version right after. Once I strung the rows together, it sounded better to start from the middle of the original row and continue
through the end of the second row. The resulting 18-tone row sounds tonal. That
18-tone row accompanies the first poem. The bass notes for the following poems
use source material from both rows.
When I mixed the solo piano and voice, it sounded empty compared to the other
full-band pieces. I added effects to fill out the sound: extensive delay, reversed audio, silverware scraping a plate for "Dining With Echoes," wind noises produced
by blowing air through my flugelhorn for "Kites," two different kinds of shakers
for "The Ferryman," and the cry of our cat as the voice of the dead in the same
poem.
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Where You Came From
The text for “Where You Came From” can be found in the online magazine Three-Lobed
Burning Eye (December 2014): http://www.3lobedmag.com/issue26/3lbe26_story2.html

Behind-the-Story
I came from a small town full of secrets. As a queer kid in a conservative town, I
felt trapped. When I moved away, I finally flourished. But every time I went back
to meet old high school friends, I felt something shift in me; I’d return to my old
form. I wanted to tell a werewolf story where the trigger wasn’t only the moon,
where a young woman who returned to her home town became a different person,
a destructive person. Where a small town really could trap you, if you weren’t
strong enough. Nora is strong enough to leave again. But not strong enough to
keep from returning.
This story started out as a poem, “The Werewolf,” but I wanted to try my hand at
expanding it. I still like both forms of the story equally. I think of them as a
matched pair.

Behind-the-Music
I was listening to Avishai Cohen a lot when I started writing this piece. His music
contains complicated rhythmic bass lines and melodies so I wrote an odd meter
rhythm as an exercise. I ended up really liking it and tapping it all the time. It
sounded wild and aggressive, which was perfect as a theme for Agape, the town
that brings out the worst in you. I wrote a calmer, prettier chord progression to
represent Grayson and the town where he and Nora meet. Once I had those two
things figured out, it was a matter of listening to the story and going back and
forth as the story travels to Agape and back.
This piece ended up being the most challenging one to perform as it is mostly
written in 5/4 and goes back and forth between a slow tempo and double time of
that. To compound that, the bass line doesn't line up with the beat every bar; in
fact it takes three bars before it hits a downbeat again. Luckily, the band took to it
quickly and soon I heard them playing it every time we took a break from a take.
It’s always satisfying to hear people play your music and enjoy themselves while
they do it.
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Strange Monsters
Behind-the-Recording

Zach Forsyth on drums during the first recording on 12/7/2015 at Easy Brew
Studio in Denton, TX*
*Unless otherwise noted, all photos were taken at Easy Brew Studio

Lane Garner on guitar—12/7/2015
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Devin Eddleman plays alto & tenor saxophone—12/7/2015

Mike Luzecky on bass—12/7/2015
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Peter Brew played silverware for one
of the poems on Selected Poems
1/19/2016

Sheng-Hsin Lin on clarinet—12/10/2015
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Sunny Heesun Yun on piano for Selected Poems
1/19/2016

Gimli’s meows were used in Selected Poems
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Moria Crowley and Christopher David Taylor provided the voices for
“Mrs. Stiltskin”—8/30/2015
Bonnie Jo Stufflebeam reads along as Natalia Borja provides the voice for “No Eyes”—
9/6/2015
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Stephanie Francis provides the voice work for “Where You Came
From”—9/2/2015

Ashlea Ryan Britton provides the voice work for
“Skeletons”—8/30/2015
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Bonnie Jo Stufflebeam reads her own
poems for Selected Poems—1/22/2016
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Peter, Bonnie, Spenser Liszt, and Christopher David Taylor perform an improvisation of
“Mrs. Stiltskin” at Spiderweb Salon, a Denton reading series, to promote the Strange
Monsters Kickstarter—7/11/2015
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Thanks so much to our Kickstarter backers. This project wouldn’t have
been possible without you!
Linda Wallace, Cat Rambo, Jonathan Hodges, Taylor Fitch, Shannon Cason, Deborah Judith Walker, LTieger, Jennifer Aglio, Courtney Marie, Vicki Kincaid, Mr. &
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Marshall, Jimin Lee, Suzanne Enck, Joe Tucker, Stephanie Wood, Lew Andrada,
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Ledbetter, Eric Rutan, Ronan Delisle, Steven Heck, C. Liddle, Michael J. DeLuca,
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Ann Garner, Bran Minster, Shawna Borman, Allyson Whipple, Jeremy Brett, David Glenn & Laura Curtis, Brian Christensen, Denton Watenpaugh, Cynthia ray,
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and Seth Chatfield, Tim and Carolyn Brewer, Spenser Liszt, Brit Carroll, Anna
Jalkéus
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